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MESSAGE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR
SOUTH AFRICA HAS EMBRACED RENEWABLES AS PART OF ITS ENERGY FUTURE AND A KEY ENABLER OF
ECONOMIC GROWTH.
Renewable technologies offer a sustainable
and increasingly competitive component in the
country’s energy mix. As such, they are integral to
the Government’s long-term plan and can support
its dual ambitions to tackle inequality by increasing
access to affordable electricity and to deliver on its
decarbonisation commitments under the Paris
Climate Agreement.
Globeleq is well positioned to support the country on
this path. We already have eight wind and solar plants
operating nationwide and we stand ready to support
further development.
South Africa is our renewables hub, showcasing
Globeleq’s expertise in wind and solar. Our control
centre in Cape Town is set up to provide remote
support as we expand our renewable portfolio
across the continent.

Our talented local team has the skills to help South Africa
harness its rich natural potential for wind and solar power.
As the best locations for renewable plants are often in
the most remote areas, we have a profound opportunity
to stimulate economic activity in some of the country’s
poorest communities as well as supporting jobs and
industry through the power we produce.
We go further through our enterprise development
and socio-economic development programmes.
Our focus on improving education at all levels –
together with professional development through the
country’s leading industry internship programme – will
help us leave a lasting positive impact even after our
plants cease to operate.
In 2020, Covid-19 has devastated lives and livelihoods
across South Africa. The wellbeing of our colleagues and
local communities has been our key concern throughout.

We stepped up to help people through the crisis with
targeted support for communities, and measures to help
employees stay safe and well.
Our staff have coped amazingly well through
incredibly difficult and uncertain circumstances.
I want to thank all our people and our partners for their
commitment to helping us keep the business going
safely and maintaining essential electricity supplies for
the country.
Despite the pandemic, we continued to deliver on
our commitment to both social and environmental
sustainability in 2020. Our action plan at Jeffreys Bay
has been highlighted as a shining model for conserving
biodiversity in a scientific and responsible way.
Sustainability is one of Globeleq’s core values and will
remain central to our approach as we power South
Africa’s growth now and in the future.

Dhesen Moodley
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POWERING DEVELOPMENT
WE ARE INVESTING IN SOLAR AND WIND CAPACITY THAT’S POWERING DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA AND SUPPORTING
THE TRANSITION TO A GREENER ECONOMY.
South Africa remains the most economically unequal
country in the world.1 The Government’s National
Development Plan for 2030 aims to reduce inequality and
unemployment. It cites electricity as a core element in
ensuring a decent standard of living for all South Africans,
and the Integrated Resource Plan points to the huge
potential of renewable technologies in the creation of
new industries and jobs.2
We have two wind farms and six solar plants in our South
African portfolio. Together, they contribute 384 MW of
capacity to the national grid. Availability at our solar
plants remained high in 2020 despite Covid-19, but the
pandemic contributed to delays during maintenance
that affected availability at our wind farms.
The electricity we produced in 2020 reached around
41,480 consumers3 and indirectly supported an
estimated 1,487 jobs.4 We have also increased our direct
employment from 79 to 90 people, 98% of whom are
South African nationals.

In addition to the power and jobs we create, our
enterprise development and socio-economic
development programmes further support efforts to
overcome inequality, enhance our contribution to the
UN Sustainable Development Goals, and ensure our
presence creates a long-term positive impact for
communities and the country.

Working in partnership
Globeleq works in partnership with the South African
Government, Eskom, private sector developers,
investors, lenders, constructors, suppliers and local
communities to deliver projects in South Africa. We
work in compliance with local laws and international
standards, including International Finance
Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards and
Guidelines.

SOLAR CAPACITY IN 2020
Boshof Solar Power

66 MW

De Aar Solar Power

50 MW

Droogfontein Solar Power

50 MW

Soutpan Solar Power

31 MW

Konkoonsies Solar Power

11 MW

Aries Solar Power

11 MW

Average availability 5

97.0%

WIND CAPACITY IN 2020
Jeffreys Bay Wind Farm

138 MW

Klipheuwel Wind Farm

27 MW

Average availability 5

90.9%

POWERING SOUTH AFRICA’S GROWTH – KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2020
OUR POWER

384
MW

1
4

OUR PEOPLE

90 98%

EMPLOYEES

SOUTH
AFRICAN
NATIONALS

OUR DEVELOPMENT IMPACT

1,487 41,480

JOBS INDIRECTLY
SUPPORTED 4

CONSUMERS REACHED
BY THE ELECTRICITY
WE PRODUCE 3

2018 World Bank report. 2 Department of Mineral Resources & Energy Integrated Resource Plan 2019. 3 Estimate provided by CDC based on the amount of electricity we produce and average national consumption per capita.
Estimated indirect employment enabled by businesses using electricity generated based on Joint Impact Model (used by CDC Group). 5 Inverter availability for solar and wind farm availability for wind.
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RESPONDING TO COVID-19
COVID-19 CREATED A GLOBAL CRISIS IN 2020 AND SOUTH AFRICA IS AMONG THE
WORST AFFECTED COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD.
PROTECTING OUR PEOPLE
Keeping our people safe has been our number one priority
throughout the pandemic. Covid-19 task teams at each site led
the implementation of prevention measures in line with national
health guidelines and provided training for employees.
Everyone who could work from home did so. We provided
equipment and ergonomics training to enable safe and
effective remote working.
A small number of staff continued to work on site to keep the
plants operating safely. We introduced a series of measures to
keep them safe – including personal protective equipment
(PPE), sanitising stations, increased room ventilation and
keeping teams separate to minimise cross-contact.

KEEPING THE POWER ON
When Covid-19 struck, we immediately implemented a crisis
management plan to support business continuity, and ensure
our plants could operate safely and remain available to deliver
power to the country as needed.

CARING FOR WELLBEING
We regularly shared information on Covid-19 prevention
measures and resources available to support employees.

PROTECTING CHILDREN AND SUPPORTING
LOCAL BUSINESS
Helping children return to classrooms safely was a priority
following Covid-19 school closures. Boshof Solar Power
donated 11,000 masks to six schools in Boshof and
Hertzogville. We created added socio-economic benefit for
the community by commissioning the Relethabetse Sewing
cooperative, a local SMME, to make the masks.

Regular pulse surveys during staff meetings helped us
check in to see how people were feeling and tailor our
support appropriately.
We offered workshops and emotional support to help
people dealing with the loss of loved ones as a result of the
pandemic through our Employee Assistance Programme,
which is available to employees and their families.
Our employee survey in September 2020 showed
people felt supported by Globeleq during Covid-19,
rating us 9.0 out of 10 for safety precautions and
8.2 out of 10 for wellbeing.

SUPPORTING COMMUNITIES THROUGH
THE CRISIS
We provided wide-ranging support to help
our local communities through the Covid-19
crisis, including PPE and sanitising equipment
for health facilities and schools, food parcels
for vulnerable people, and help for small,
medium and micro-enterprises (SMMEs)
to keep their businesses going (see case
studies).

CONNECTING REMOTE COMMUNITIES DURING COVID-19
Internet access can transform opportunities for remote communities
and has become an important lifeline during the pandemic. With funding
from Konkoonsies Solar Power, local SMME Walyb’s Computer Solutions
has extended its internet café to provide affordable internet access for
the communities of Pofadder, Onseepkans and Pella Konkoonsies. This has
enabled people to access services and apply online for Covid-19 relief funds
without having to travel.
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KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE AND WELL
A STRONG SAFETY CULTURE IS FUNDAMENTAL TO EVERYTHING WE DO.
MANAGING HEALTH AND SAFETY
Our health and safety management system is aligned
with Globeleq’s common procedures, which are based
on international standards. We completed an internal
audit of our health and safety management systems in
2020 as we work towards certification to ISO 45001 in 2022.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE IN 2020
REPORTABLE
INCIDENT RATE 6

LOST-TIME
ACCIDENTS

1.17

2

Across our South African operations, the reportable
incident rate was 1.17 in 2020, a 20% reduction from
the previous year. There were two lost-time accidents –
bruising as a result of a trip and fall, and an eye irritation
during vegetation control. We thoroughly investigate all
incidents and act to prevent anything similar happening.
We plan to further enhance incident prevention
by introducing an incentive scheme in 2021 to
encourage more reporting of near misses and unsafe
acts or conditions.

INSTILLING A SAFETY-FIRST CULTURE
Each plant has a health and safety committee,
made up of management, employee and contractor
representatives, to address any concerns and make sure
health and safety remains a core focus. The committees
usually meet every two months, but some meetings were
postponed in 2020 due to Covid-19 restrictions.
Across our power plants and offices, we conduct risk
assessments and closely follow safety procedures. Our
biggest risks include working with electricity, road safety
and working at height.

6

All employees complete regular health and safety
training specific to their role. Before beginning a task
on site, employees and contractors must provide
competency and medical certificates to show they are
able to complete the job safely. Everyone working on our
sites must use appropriate safety gear and PPE.
In 2020, we increased site managers’ responsibility for
health, safety and environment (HSE). Eleven of our
leaders and managers undertook training from the
internationally recognised UK National Examination Board
in Occupational Safety and Health (NEBOSH) (see quote).
We have introduced a new safety certification scheme
that requires contractors working on site to undergo an
audit on detailed health and safety criteria at least every
two years. This process began with our permanent
contractors in late 2020 and we plan to extend it to
temporary contractors too.
Security at our sites is overseen by trained specialist
contractors. They meet with our site supervisors
weekly to ensure standards are in line with
Globeleq’s robust common procedures on
security, which include safety and human rights.

PROMOTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Supporting employee health and
wellbeing through the Covid-19
pandemic was an important focus in
2020 (see page 4). Demand for free
counselling services and other
support through our Employee
Assistance Programme increased
as a result of Covid-19 campaigns.
We also continued workshops
to improve understanding of
wellbeing issues, such as
dealing with stress and loss.

“As site manager at Jeffreys Bay, I am responsible for the health and
safety of the staff on site. Completing the NEBOSH certificate has supported
me in doing this.
I try to keep informal discussions going about health and safety with my team
as we go along with our daily jobs to instil a culture where everyone takes
responsibility for safety and unconsciously keeps safety in mind, both at work
and at home.
This has been especially important as the Covid pandemic has brought new
challenges and changed the way we go about our daily activities.”
OTTO FOURIE SITE MANAGER, JEFFREYS BAY WIND FARM

Incident rate includes lost-time accidents and incidents resulting in medical treatment or work restriction. Calculated in line with OSHA definition (200,000 x reportable incidents/working hours).
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INVESTING IN OUR PEOPLE
WE STRIVE TO HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA,
STARTING WITH OUR EMPLOYEES.
DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE
We hire local people wherever we can – 88 of our 90
employees are South African nationals and the two nonnationals have been living and working in the country for
many years. The expertise we need does not always exist
locally so we invest in education projects to develop these
skills for the future (see page 9).
Employees meet with their manager twice a year to
review progress and consider training and development
opportunities to support their career aspirations and
professional ambitions. Despite fewer opportunities for
face-to-face learning due to Covid-19, we invested R1.86
million in ongoing learning and development for our
employees in 2020.
Nineteen managers in the early stages of their careers –
including nine female and 11 Black employees – completed
our Supervisory Excellence Accelerated Development (SEAD)
programme in 2020. Feedback from participants was very
positive (see quote).

EMBRACING DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
We want our workforce to reflect the diversity of South Africa’s
rainbow nation and we promote equal opportunities into and
within our organisation through our transformation forum.
In 2020, we developed a three-year Employment Equity Plan
in line with legislation and Codes of Good Practices published
by the Department of Labour. The plan is designed to build
on our commitment to diversity and inclusion by achieving
greater parity with the diversity of the country’s economically
active population.
We aim to foster common understanding and awareness
among our people to create an inclusive working
environment.

ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN 2020
2%

n African

8%

n White
38%

20%

n Coloured
n Indian
n International

32%

In 2020, all employees completed our companywide
Diversity Dialogues training, run in small groups
online by external facilitators. Employees rated the
interactive half day sessions an average of 4 out
of 5 for gaining new insights and enabling them
to feel more confident in having conversations
with people different from themselves (see
quote on page 7).
Women represented 40% of our employees,
21% of senior management and 31% of
our other managers in 2020. Around
45 people joined a lunchtime Q&A
session we held to celebrate South
Africa’s Women’s Day in August
2020. The session was led by two
female engineers who shared
“My role as Site Manager involves managing the site, employees and
their experiences of becoming
contractors. The SEAD development programme has helped me be more
engineers and working at
aware of the impact my decisions as a leader have on others, and to
Globeleq (see quote on page 7).
communicate more effectively through regular check-ins with my team to
We also held a Globeleq
Pride lunchtime discussion,
attended by 57 people, to
discuss gender identity and
sexual orientation.

encourage and empower each other. The programme has also helped me
understand how people from different backgrounds and cultures approach
things differently, and that I can lead more effectively by appreciating and
valuing that diversity.”
HLAYISEKA SHIBAMBU SEAD PARTICIPANT AND SITE MANAGER, SOUTPAN SOLAR
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INVESTING IN OUR PEOPLE

ENGAGING AND REWARDING OUR PEOPLE
In September 2020, 100% of our employees took
the time to share their views in our third twice-yearly
employee engagement survey. We increased our overall
engagement score to 7.6 out of 10, outperforming the
international sector benchmark of 7.0.
We responded to feedback from the 2019 survey by
taking steps to communicate more clearly about the
way decisions are made on compensation. This has
helped to turn the topic of reward into a strength in the
2020 survey. Employees also felt we were doing well
on the related topic of fairness, as well as caring and
management support.

“Initially I thought I’ve been through a
diversity workshop, what more could they
tell me. But I was reminded again of key
things that I’ve become complacent to
and left dormant. I left the workshop
recharged and with refreshed
perspective. Thank you to the two
facilitators for their passion on this
subject. Great session.”
CELESTE CHETTY OFFICE
MANAGER, COMMENTING ON
THE DIVERSITY DIALOGUES
TRAINING

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY RESULTS
Engagement score (out of 10)
SEPTEMBER
2019

APRIL
2020

SEPTEMBER
2020

7.0

7.8

7.6

The need for better collaboration spaces remained a
priority for employees and it has been difficult to act on
this feedback during the pandemic. They also wanted
better systems in place for remote working and we plan
to formalise a flexible workplace policy in 2021.

PROMOTING ETHICAL CONDUCT
Treating people with respect regardless of differences is
part of the Globeleq Code of Business Conduct, which
all employees must complete refresher training on every
two years.
We strive to create an environment where people can
speak up if they have any concerns about this or any
other conduct that goes against our values or breaches
our Code, including via an independent confidential
hotline. In 2020, one employee left the business following
an investigation into misconduct.

“As an African woman who is also a
mother and a wife, I have never felt
discriminated against in any way at
Globeleq. My culture and spirituality
are also respected which is very
important for me. I work with highly
skilled people, which means I’m
learning from the best and I am being
enabled to grow as an engineer and
become the best in the industry as
well. To other women who want to
become engineers, I say go for it!
Never let societal norms and beliefs
limit you, and do not change who
you are.”
NOZI MBOVANE JUNIOR POWER
ENGINEER, WHO PRESENTED
HER STORY ON INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES
WE ARE COMMITTED TO ENGAGING AND UPLIFTING COMMUNITIES IN THE AREAS WHERE WE OPERATE.
INVESTING IN IN ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
We support communities and promote enterprise
development and socio-economic development (EnD/
SED) in South Africa. Our business is rated as Level 4 for
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment.
As part of our development obligations, we invest
1.5% of our revenue in EnD/SED projects that support our
host communities. We invest in projects that respond to
local needs and positively impact communities in the
long term.
Our EnD/SED projects align with the South African
Government’s objectives and with Globeleq’s four
corporate priorities: education, health, post-school
professional development and income generation
(see next page). In 2020, we increased the proportion
of funds we invested in health projects to support
Covid-19 efforts (see page 4).

ENGAGING WITH COMMUNITIES

R35.0m
INVESTED IN EnD/SED
PROJECTS IN 2020

67,800
PEOPLE REACHED
IN 2020

COMMUNITY TRUSTS
Six of our eight power plants in South Africa are partially
owned by independent community trusts, which receive
dividends to fund projects that they select to benefit
people within a 50km radius of the site. The remaining
two (Soutpan and Boshof) also support independent
trusts that invest in communities.
We work with these trusts on complementary
independent initiatives, separate from our own EnD/
SED programmes, that target needs identified by each
community. In 2020, the trusts invested R11.9 million in
projects designed to improve quality of life for local
people through programmes supporting nutrition,
youth and SMMEs.

We want to build strong relationships with local
communities, starting when we first develop or
acquire a site and continuing over the long term.
We have dedicated EnD/SED teams and established
procedures to help us understand and respond to
community expectations.
Each of our plants regularly participates in community
forums that are organised by local government and
community representatives to enable us to consult local
people about our activities, understand how we can
support their needs and listen to any concerns.
Opportunities for face-to-face meetings were limited
in 2020 due to Covid-19 restrictions, but we continued
to engage with communities through smaller or virtual
meetings (see case study).
We use our social media platforms, including Facebook
pages for each plant, to engage directly with
communities. We share stories about our business and
EnD/SED initiatives, and advertise opportunities such as
scholarships and internships. Feedback is generally
very positive.

CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITIES
THROUGH COVID-19
Limited internet access is restricting access to
opportunities for people in the remote community
of Kenhardt in the Northern Cape, where our Aries
Solar plant is located. We installed a wi-fi hotspot at
the Kenhardt Development Committee’s office to help
the plant connect virtually with the community, as well
as enabling local people to access essential information
and apply for jobs and grants during Covid-19.
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITIES: EnD/SED HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020
EDUCATION

HEALTH

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INCOME GENERATION

In 2020, our efforts to improve access to
better learning environments reached
over 22,200 children. Kgatelopele Crèche
can now support early learning for close
to 200 children from the local community
– 50% more than before – in a safer, larger
and much improved facility funded by
Boshof Solar Power. Jeffreys Bay Wind Farm
supported training for 17 local reading
assistants as part of the site’s literacy and
numeracy programme. And Soutpan Solar
Power funded a Matric Centre for students
from the Limpopo Province (see below).

Our support for quality healthcare and
health education reached more than
40,200 people in 2020, including through.
Covid-19 prevention (see page 4).
Assistance for elderly people included food
parcels, transport to health facilities and
renovations of care centres. We funded
research on alcohol-related issues (see
below) and support for young people with
drug addictions. And Jeffreys Bay Wind
Farm maintained support to provide free
counselling to victims of assaults, crime,
accidents and loss.

We welcomed 10 interns to our business
in January 2020 and extended their oneyear placements to two years to enable
them to maximise learning opportunities
with us despite Covid-19 restrictions. We
also awarded 95 scholarships to help local
young people continue their studies. Four
students supported by Klipheuwel Wind
Farm graduated in 2020, including a dentistry
graduate from one of our local communities
(see below).

We supported 13 youth-owned enterprises in
various economic sectors in 2020, creating 15
employment opportunities for people in their
communities. A new embroidery machine and
digitising software funded by Droogfontein
Solar Power helped a local business increase
production of school uniforms. And our
assistance is helping a co-operative near
our Klipheuwel Wind Farm develop into a
sustainable farming enterprise (see below).

% EnD/SED SPEND IN 2020 7:

32%

Mahlatse Reuben Malebo is one of many
successful high school students who
attended the Matric Centre in Bochum,
funded by Soutpan Solar Power, to provide
additional support in essential subjects. The
155 students in 2020 achieved 36 Bachelors,
34 Diplomas and 55 Higher Certificates
through a catch-up programme following
school closures due to Covid-19.
“We all worked very hard to catch up on
the schooling that we missed out on last
year and are very grateful to the Centre for
helping us.”
MAHLATSE REUBEN MALEBO MATRICULANT
FROM MARUMOFASE COMMUNITY HIGH
SCHOOL
7

9

20%

Funding from De Aar Solar Power has helped
the Foundation for Alcohol Related Research
(FARR) extend its reach to the small farming
community of Britstown in the Northern
Cape, and adapt to continue its work during
Covid-19 restrictions.
“This is a project that is addressing the
needs of the community. One of the key
training sessions, that included both intense
theoretical and practical training, had to be
converted to distance education training,
which was a massive undertaking, due to the
national lockdown period.”
LEANA OLIVIER CEO OF FARR

The remaining 3% was spent on other programmes that do not sit within the four main categories.

25%

Jillian Uren is one of 28 students who have
received funding from the Klipheuwel Wind
Farm Bursary programme since it began in
2016. She achieved a Bachelor of Dental
Surgery at the University of the Western
Cape and plans to head home to the small
community of Grabouw as a qualified dentist.
“In my home, we were raised to give back to
our communities. Dentistry has always been
something I’ve wanted to do and I have also
considered the demand in my community.
There are only two older dentists in Grabouw
and neither of them are women, so I would
like to take up this role within the community
that I come from in the not too distant future.”
JILLIAN UREN DENTISTRY STUDENT

20%

Our support is helping Shaw’s Pass Emerging
Farmers, a cooperative of 30 emerging farmers
10km from our Klipheuwel Wind Farm, to
develop into a sustainable farming enterprise
that can raise close to 1,000 pigs for the
region’s meat market.
“With this funding, our group has new impetus
and has been motivated to organise
purposefully and to grow our farming business
into a sustainable enterprise – an enterprise
that will make the surrounding black
communities proud, and to act as role models
and mentors for other emerging farmers.”
ANTHONY HESS SHAW’S PASS EMERGING
FARMERS
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
OUR PLANTS ARE HELPING SOUTH AFRICA AVOID EMISSIONS AND WE CAREFULLY MANAGE ANY OTHER IMPACT THEY
MAY HAVE ON THE ENVIRONMENT.
ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE
We are supporting the nation’s progress towards its
climate targets and contributing to sustainable growth
by producing clean, affordable energy locally. The
renewable energy we produced in 2020 helped the
country avoid 912,914 tonnes of CO2-equivalent (CO2e)
emissions. Over their lifetime, our plants in South Africa will
avoid a total of 18.3 million tonnes of CO2e.8
Our operations have a relatively small carbon footprint.
In 2020, we generated 3,639 tonnes of CO2e, mostly
from electricity used at our plants and offices. The
greenhouse gas intensity of the power we produced was
4.02 tonnes CO2-equivalent per GWh. In 2020, measures
to reduce energy use included engaging employees
and installing motion detector lights at Jeffreys Bay
Wind Farm.

CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY
We are committed to conserving natural habitats and
protecting local wildlife around our sites. Through the

Greater Kromme Stewardship initiative, we are working
with other stakeholders to ensure wind power has a
positive impact on the Eastern Cape environment.
A Biodiversity Advisory Committee, including independent
experts and representatives from the Greater Kromme
Area, meets quarterly to oversee implementation of our
biodiversity management plan for Jeffreys Bay Wind Farm
(see case study).

MINIMISING WATER USE AND WASTE
Water shortages are an ongoing concern in South Africa
and we aim to minimise our water use. We collect and
use rainwater at two of our sites and we plan to do so
at a third site from 2021. The others source water from
municipal supplies or licensed boreholes.
In 2020, we used over 870m3 of water for hygiene and
catering, and for cleaning solar panels approximately
once a year.9 We cut water use by trialling reduced
panel washing at some solar plants to assess whether
we can reduce or eliminate water use for panel

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE IN 2020

PHOTO: TEMO ALVES, ALTITEC BLADE SERVICES

EMISSIONS AVOIDED
FROM RENEWABLE POWER
PRODUCTION

TONNES CO2e

8

Our solar plants across the country use more than 740,000
photovoltaic panels to produce power. When panels are
upgraded or replaced, the old ones are recycled by a
licensed contractor.

MANAGING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The environmental management systems at each of
our sites across South Africa are aligned with Globeleq’s
robust common procedures. In 2020, we conducted an
internal assessment as we work towards certification to
ISO 14001 by 2022.

BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN AT JEFFREYS BAY

OUR GREENHOUSE
GAS FOOTPRINT

Our biodiversity action plan, developed in 2020, aims to support a net gain for
black harrier raptors, as well as reducing fatalities of both raptors and bats that
are susceptible to collisions with wind turbines. The sonar devices we trialled on
turbines reduced bat fatalities by around 90% at these turbines in 2019 and we
plan to install more of these devices in 2021. We are also exploring other measures,
including painting turbine blades to help raptors see and avoid moving blades.

3,639

So far, we have avoided any direct impact on Humansdorp Shale Renoster
Veld and we will continue habitat management to prevent degradation of this
indigenous vegetation.

TONNES CO2e

Lifetime avoided emissions calculated using the 50% probability production forecast over a 20-year operating lifespan.

We generated a total of 81 tonnes of waste in 2020,
including 21 tonnes of hazardous waste such as oily rags
and oil from maintaining wind turbines which is handled
by a licensed waste contractor that recycles the oil. We
aim to minimise the amount of waste going to landfill
and employee awareness campaigns have supported
increased recycling at Jeffreys Bay Wind Farm in 2020.

Jeffreys Bay is identified as a critical habitat, according to criteria
defined by the IFC Performance Standards, because the area is home to
two endangered species – black harrier raptors and vegetation known as
Humansdorp Shale Renoster Veld.

CO2e

912,914

washing without affecting operational efficiency.

9

Total water use based on data available from six of our eight sites. Data is unavailable for two of our solar sites.
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The table provides a summary of
year-on-year performance for key
indicators on our most material
sustainability topics.

2019

2020

384

384

219

219

165

165

– Solar

96.8

97.0

Average availability (%)10 – Wind

96.2

90.9

Electricity generated (GWh)

963

906

–

41,480

1,000

1,487

1.47

1.17

3

2

79

90

– South African nationals (%)

96

98

– Women (%)

39

POWERING DEVELOPMENT
Operational power capacity (MW)
– Solar
– Wind
Average availability (%)

10

Consumers reached by the electricity we produce 11
Jobs indirectly supported through electricity generated

12

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Reportable incident rate13
Lost-time accidents
10

11

12

13

14

15

Inverter availability for solar and wind farm
availability for wind.

EMPLOYEES

	Estimate provided by CDC based on
the amount of electricity we produce
and average national consumption per
capita. We are reporting this indicator for
the first time in 2020.

Number of employees

	Estimated indirect employment enabled
by businesses using electricity generated
based on Joint Impact Model (used by
CDC Group).

Women in senior management (%)
Women in management (excluding senior management) (%)

Incident rate includes lost-time accidents
and incidents resulting in medical
treatment or work restriction. Calculated
in line with OSHA definition (200,000 x
reportable incidents/working hours).


 e have regraded positions so we
W
cannot report a comparable figure
for women in senior management or
management in 2019.
Year-on-year engagement score taken
from surveys in September of each year.
Interim survey results are provided on
page 7.

	

Calculated based on national grid
factors.

16 	

17

	2019 data has been updated to reflect
improved data quality.
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	Water use for six of eight sites. Data is
unavailable for two of our solar sites.

Employee engagement (score out of 10)

15

40

–

14

21

–

14

31

7.0

7.6

32.3

35.0

41,000

67,800

970,754 17

912,914

COMMUNITIES
Total spend on enterprise development and socio-economic development (EnD/SED) projects (R m)
Number of people reached by EnD/SED projects (estimated)

ENVIRONMENT
Greenhouse gas emissions avoided from renewable power production (tonnes CO2e)16
Greenhouse gas emissions generated (tonnes CO2e)
Greenhouse gas intensity (tonnes CO2e/GWh)
Water use (m )

3 18

Total waste generated (tonnes)
– Hazardous waste generated (tonnes)

3,684

3,639

3.83 17
3,522

17

4.02
878

73

81

3
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FIND OUT MORE
This report covers our sustainability activities
and performance at our operations across
South Africa in 2020.
Visit the Globeleq website to view our
global sustainability report and find
out more about our approach to
sustainability across the business:
www.globeleq.com/sustainability.
We welcome feedback on our approach
and reporting. Please contact us at
sustainability@globeleq.com.
Globeleq South Africa
Management Services
5th Floor, Sunclare Building
21 Dreyer Street
Claremont, Cape Town, 7708
South Africa
Unit 11a, 2nd Floor
3 Melrose Boulevard
Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 2091
South Africa
www.globeleq.co.za
Globeleq Head Office
6th Floor
67 Lombard Street
London EC3V 9LJ
United Kingdom
www.globeleq.com

